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Movable internal-expanding Pipe End Beveling Machine
Model: MPEBM-14A2/14A1/10A2/10A1/06A/03A/01A

Performance Characteristics
1. On-line Performance: Good (designed for unflow process)
2. Beveling Capacity: \( \leq 6 \text{ Min/ pipeline (DN200 SCH40)} \)
3. Cutting Capacity: one Beveling per time (cutting on Saw first)
4. Beveling: high quality
6. Mobility: Excellent
7. Application: used in the cutting of common pipelines (small scale) with beveling
8. Price: lower than Pipe Cutting and Beveling Machine-Fixed

Technical Parameter:
1. Pipe diameter:
   \( \phi 150-350/\phi 80-250/\phi 65-159/\phi 28-80/\phi 16-28 \)
2. Pipe thickness: 80/20/75/20/20/15/15
4. Type Of Bevel: 
5. Feeding Rotate Speed: 2 level
6. Clamping System: fast and auto positioning